
Update Brings Tons of New Features to Nokia N9, According to Report from 

Leading Market Research Company Internet Marketing Services. 

 

An Ontario based market research company has reported that Nokia N9 will now have 

plenty of new features. The research from Internet Marketing Services also revealed that 

the phone recently received PR1.1 update. As per the report, this one update has resulted 

in as many as 308 enhancements for the phone.  

 

The Nokia N9 users all over the world can now enjoy a host of new features. The phone 

recently received a PR1.1 update, according to a market research company from Ontario. 

The company named Internet Marketing Services has also reported that the PR1.1 update 

has brought a whopping 308 performance enhancing features to the highly advanced Mee 

Go operating system of the phone. This update is expected to result in dramatic 

improvement of user experience. It may be recalled that Internet Marketing Services is an 

acclaimed market research company that provides authentic, updated information on 

different popular products.  

 

As per the report, the general performance and tuning of the visuals of Nokia N9 has 

improved after the update.  The extremely popular Swype keyboard of the phone would 

now be backed into the operating system Mee Go. Now there would be music controls in 

the lock key, too. The 8 mega pixel has camera has been enhanced by the addition of 

color filters. Multi tasking would now be easier for the users because the memory 

handling feature has also been improved. The features like Facebook integration, Wi-Fi 

connectivity, web browser, and exchange support are other major areas that have received 

serious enhancements. Automatic update notifications have been sent to users from 

Nokia, according to the report.  

 

Nokia N9 has emerged as one of the most popular phones ever made, in spite of its 

limited availability. It may be recalled that the phone is still not available in this part of 

the world. However, there has been tremendous interest among the Smartphone users 

about this highly acclaimed model from Nokia. Internet Marketing Services has been 

providing all the latest and updated information about the N9 model from Nokia ever 

since the phone was released in the Global market.  

 

About Internet Marketing Services: Internet Marketing Services is a private market 

research company that conducts market research on various topics. The company is based 

out of Ontario.   

 

 

 

Contact: Paul Bonner 

http://www.nokian9.ca/ 
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